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was highly regarded even during the Prophet's time over 1000 years 
ago. This was further supported by a Hadith by the Prophet 
Muhammad (s.a.w.): 

"May Allah set right the affairs of a person who hears 

something from us and shares it with others exactly as he heard it 

(both meaning and words)" (narrated by Jubair bin Mut'im, reported 
by Ahmad bin Hanbal in al-Musnad, Hadith no. 16389) 

The concept of sharing knowledge therefore becomes an im
portant factor in earning the blessings of Allah (s.w.t.) and gives guid
ance in our daily practices of passing on what we have learnt to oth
ers. The Holy Qur 'an has also dictated that Muslims should share 
knowledge with each other or else face the consequences of with
holding knowledge. In SurahAl-Baqarah, verse 159 of the Holy Boole 

"Verily those who hide that which We have sent down of 

evidence and the guidance, after We have expounded its unto 

mankind in the Book, these! - they are the ones cursed by Allah 

and cursed by the cursers" (2: 159). 

These lessons from the Qur 'an and Hadith have formed the 
foundation for individuals to actively participate in sharing knowledge 
with each other to benefit mankind in general. From the economic and 
managerial point of view, sharing knowledge among individuals within 
organisations will also be beneficial for companies. 

Currently, organisations are being pressured to remain com
petitive by changing their corporate strategies to utilise their employ
ees knowledge more efficiently (Labich & Graves, 1993) as the eco
nomic changes in the globalised word is creating more challenges for 
the organisations in terms of productive utilisation of knowledge (Nhira, 
2001). According to MacDougall and Hurst (2005), competitive ad
vantage requires organisations to build and continually replenish capa
bilities at both the individual and organisational level to work effec
tively with the uncertainty that exists in today's global and rapidly 
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changing market. Therefore, in order to survive in an ever-changing 
�orld, organisations would have to adapt faster or else they could fail 

�n the �conomic evolutionary process (Harrison & Leitch, 2000). This

�s particularly _important �f the consumers are constantly demanding
improvement m the quality of service and products they receive as 
well as req�esting diversity in the products and services offered by 
the com?ames (Bray, �995; Conway & Roenisch, 1994; Taggart, 1993). 
Accordmg to Gruguhs (1999), there is an average organisational life 
expectancy ?f 40 �ears and those who exceed this 'natural' life-span 
�o so by r�-�nventmg themselves and changing their principal activi
ties. In a�dit10n, any information gained would benefit the organisation 
as Du Toit (2003) states that participation from new international com
petitors _with different cost structures and different manufacturing of
production processes are drastically changing and reducing the manu
facturing life-cycle. 

. As knowledge sharing is considered a key element in manag
mg the kno':ledge within an organisation (McAdam & Reid, 2000), 
the compa�ies would have to be determined in sharing knowledge 
among the1r employees in order to improve the knowledge base al
ready available within the organisation (Labich & Graves 1993· 
Mac�oby, 1996; Stewart & Curry, 1997). Furthermore, Estienn; ( 1997) 
�entl?n�d tha� organisations that promote a culture of life-long learn
mg withm the1r organisation make it conducive for employees to be
c�me more skilled and employable. This is because, according to 
0 Donoghue and Maguire (2005), in the knowledge economy, life
long learners who are competent, capable, adaptable, flexible and in
novative are needed. Therefore, sharing knowledge not only becomes 
an encouraged practice among the Muslims, but it also becomes an 
amanah (responsibility) of an employee to share knowledge as well 
as learn more from others so that they may benefit the organisation 
and the ummah (society) as a whole. 
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It is written in the Holy Qur 'an in Surah Al-Imran, verse 66: 
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